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xxvi, 241 pp. LEONARDO SCHOIARSHP passes through phases when it looks uncommonly like a gold rush. Claims to have unearthed splendid new nuggets are filed with a frequency that can be alarming to anyone who wishes to keep abreast of the latest developments. Not surprisingly, few scholars have succeeded in staking a claim to exclusive rights in any one area of Leonardo research without being elbowed aside by other prospectors. Emmanuel Winternitz, however, has made Leonardo's musical activities his own. In a series of highly perceptive articles he has established the nature of Leonardo's involvement with the invention of new instruments and given signs of a fine understanding of the central core of Leonardo's thought. It is in the light of the high expectations aroused by these articles that this reviewer has experienced some sense of disappointment that the present book does not add up to a comprehensive statement of Leonardo's involvement with musical theory and practice.
The central problem of Leonardo's music is essentially the same as that posed by all extemporized performance in the Renaissance: The vital evidence of the music itself simply has not been recorded. Giorgio Vasari, whose Lives of the Artists provides the central source for historians of Renaissance art, made reference to a number of musician-artists, includ-ing Giorgione, but the greater part of his claims cannot be independently verified, even when plausible. For Leonardo we do at least possess the precious notebooks to support the contemporary accounts of his accomplishments as a master of the lira da braccio. The written and drawn evidence is more slippery than we might ideally like, but at least it is there.
Winternitz's great strength lies in his interpretations of Leonardo's sketches for musical instruments, which range from cursory scribbles to detailed diagrams of mechanical components. He demonstrates that Leonardo's extraordinary inventiveness was no less vividly apparent in music than in other areas of his scienza. The author's analyses of the drawings are highly persuasive and permit him to credit Leonardo with a number of notably ingenious conceptions. Most remarkable of these is the viola organista.
A series of sketches from the early 1490os show Leonardo experimenting with various systems for mechanizing the sounding of strings. The traditional hurdy-gurdy suffered from the disadvantage that the wheel rubbed simultaneously against all the strings in such a way as to prevent single strings or any particular combination of strings from being sounded in sequence as required. Leonardo's new instrument, by comparison, was intended to provide the musician with an entirely free choice of which notes or combination of notes he wished to play at any moment. He seems to have begun by considering a method of drawing REVIEWS 313I strings against a friction wheel, as a refinement of the hurdy-gurdy or ghironda system, but in a series of more resolved designs he posited a different solution. This involved a continuously circulating bow, or archetto, against which the strings were drawn by a series of levers attached to a keyboard. This not only gave more flexibility than the hurdy-gurdy, it also possessed an advantage over contemporary keyboard instruments, in that "the player would be able to graduate the intensity of the friction and thus the volume of tone by varying the pressure of his fingers against the keys" (p. i55).
Leonardo's inventiveness also extended into the realm of percussion and wind instruments. He devised a number of alternative forms of melody-and chord-producing drums.
Varied pitch was obtained either by combining skins of different tension within a compound instrument, or by ingenious mechanisms for adjusting the tension of a single membrane during performance. He also conceived two types of glissando recorders with slits in place of the customary finger holes. He prophetically considered using a system of remote-control keys for wind instruments. He hoped to be able to produce tunable bells using dampers to alter their pitch. And he endeavored to design bellows for portable organs that would provide "continuous wind." It should also be added that the author makes a convincing case for the existence of the "skull lyre," the bizarre instrument that Leonardo supposedly took to Milan in 1482 or 1483.
Were any of the new instrument mechanisms realized, and did they have any impact upon the history of instrument design? The answer, as in other fields of Leonardo's engi-neering design, must be a qualified negative, or at best a confession that the surviving evidence does not provide a clear answer either way. The simplest of the instruments to manufacture, the glissando recorders, typify the problems. There is no question that they accomplish an effect not available in the conventional instrument, and Winternitz has himself constructed versions that do indeed function. It is difficult, however, to see the glissando recorder playing any substantial role in contemporary performance, although David Munrow has shown that glissando effects coaxed from a conventional recorder could be incorporated into his style of early music performance. I am inclined to think that Leonardo's instrumental design is for the greater part a case of an amazingly inventive mind, well founded in contemporary practice, indulging in a series of free-ranging "thought experiments" that take him into imaginative realms around and outside the fringes of practical music-making in the Renaissance. Where his inventions resemble an instrument later manufactured, there seems to be no direct influence, but rather parallel solutions to similarly perceived problems.
When it comes to setting these inventions in their intellectual context, Winternitz's touch is less sure, although he does draw some nice parallels with Leonardo's work in other fields. The introductory sections on "Musical Life in Florence and Milan" and on Gafori, Pacioli, Gusnasco, and Migliorotti sketch in the local context, but make no sustained attempt to define the intellectual bases of contemporary theory and practice. The discussion of the neglected instrument maker Lorenzo Gusnasco (Lorenzo da Pavia) is the best of these sections, reflecting
Winternitz's strength in this field.
There is one quotation from Franchino Gafori's Practica musicae but few other signs of a direct confrontation with the substantial body of his theoretical writing. This reviewer would wish to know more about the basis of Gafori's musical thought, and, most relevant in this context, its relationship to those matters of visual harmony that were Leonardo's chief concern. Gafori's does, for example, suggest a correlation between color and music, taking up an Aristotelean idea. How far are his notions of harmonic proportion implicitly or explicitly related to visual matters, and do his later writings reveal the impact of Leonardo's ideas?
The Such an understanding would also give us a better idea of how to interpret Leonardo's technical language. It would help us to avoid the pitfalls of attributing to him anachronistic notions like that of the behavior of "individual water molecules" (p. 102). It would allow us to make sense of the imprensiva as the ventricle of the brain that collects sensory impressions rather than as "the perceptive sense" (p. 207); of invenzione as the first act in the creative process, as characterized in humanist poetics (p. 207); of circondare as "to circumscribe" in the Albertian sense (p. 2 10); of simulacro as the medieval term for an image emitted by an object (p. 115); and of concento as "concord," equivalent to Alberti's proportional concinnitas. It is a pity that Winternitz does not analyze Leonardo's use of fantasia in relation to musical usage. I also suspect that the literature on dance would help to clarify Leonardo's vocabulary.
Translating Leonardo's language into modern equivalents is a minefield. Winternitz lays great stress upon Leonardo's estimation of music as "the imitation of the invisible," implying a metaphysical dimension that may not be justified by Leonardo's actual phrase, the imitazione delle cose invisibili. What Leonardo is saying about music, it seems to me, is simply that it deals with the composition of harmony from one of the non-visual phenomena of nature. Nothing he says should be taken to mean that he regarded music "as a discipline that is not bound to copy nature but with an unparalleled degree of freedom creates forms output.6 Winternitz tends to dodge questions of dating, which is particularly serious when he associates the "Pluto's Paradise" design with the 1496 performance of Taccone's Danae. The drawings bear no direct relation to the text and, as Pedretti has shown, should almost certainly be dated more than ten years later.7 Winternitz reflects the common but unwarranted assumption that all of Leonardo's theatrical activities should be grouped within the Sforza period. His analysis of the text on the "Pluto" drawing does, however, produce a useful clarification: The devils are not "in twelve pitchers acting as the mouths of hell," as we had previously believed, but instead are seen to "play on pots [Rommelpots in the Dutch sense] to make an infernal noise" (p. 79).
